In recent years, green chemistry has been strengthening, showing how basic and applied sciences advance globally, protecting the environment and human health. A clear example of this evolution is the synergy that now exists between theoretical and computational methods to design new drugs in the most efficient possible way, using the minimum of reagents and obtaining the maximum yield. The development of compounds with potential therapeutic activity against multiple targets associated with neurodegenerative diseases/disorders (NDD) such as Alzheimer's disease is a hot topic in medical chemistry, where different scientists from various disciplines collaborate to find safe, active, and effective drugs. NDD are a public health problem, affecting mainly the population over 60 years old. To generate significant progress in the pharmacological treatment of NDD, it is necessary to employ different experimental strategies of green chemistry, medical chemistry, and molecular biology, coupled with computational and theoretical approaches such as molecular simulations and chemoinformatics, all framed in the rational drug design targeting NDD. Here, we review how green chemistry and computational approaches have been used to develop new compounds with the potential application against NDD, as well as the challenges and new directions of the drug development multidisciplinary process.
with other "green" techniques such as in silico approaches, contribute with high efficiency to the success rate of drug development. In this review, we highlight the importance of using both, experimental and theoretical approaches such as green chemistry and molecular modeling, aimed to the rational drug design targeting NDD. Our multidisciplinary research team is working in different institutions and countries, tackling the lack of active and effective compounds against NDD, by synthesizing active molecules such as tetrahydroquinolines [17] , diN-substituted glycylphenylalanine derivatives [18] , coumarin-quinoline hybrids [19] , aryl-1, 2, 3-triazolyl benzylpiperidines [20] , indolylpiperidines [21] , and glycogen synthase kinase-3 (GSK3) and tauaggregation inhibitors [22] , among others. These novel active molecules have been obtained by using a combination of green chemistry protocols, predictive chemoinformatics tools, and molecular modeling approaches.
A Safer Approach to NDD Drug Discovery: Green Chemistry Technology
Green chemistry comprises a group of guidelines that consist in obtaining novel eco-friendly protocols and sustainable alternatives to existing methods, which involve energy consumption and solvent-free reactions, among others [23] . Solvents are a crucial point of green chemistry since it is one of the primary sources of waste in multicomponent reactions. Multiple alternatives to reduce the use of conventional organic solvents have been generated, including the development of solvent-free reactions. Other options to replace the organic solvent are ionic liquids, polyethylene glycol polymers, and water (which is the main green solvent) [24] . Along similar lines, Lim and co-workers developed the synthesis of benzoxazoles from resin-bound esters using microwave irradiation, a well-known green chemistry technique. The synthetic strategy began with the formation of resinbound esters, which was obtained for the reaction of wang resin 1 and different acyl chlorides 2 (Figure 1 ). Then the cyclocondensation of resin-bound esters 3 with aminophenols 4 promoted by microwave radiation under methanesulfonic acid as catalyst provided substituted benzoxazole derivatives 5 [25] .
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Figure 2.
Ugi-MCR (multicomponent reaction) and cyclization promoted by CuI to get benzoxazoles derivatives highly substituted.
In general terms, MCRs allow the synthesis of complex molecules by assembling more than two starting materials in one step [32] . In this context, Jangale and Dalal developed the three-component reaction for the synthesis of a variety of (Z)-methyl 2-((Z)-2-(E-(2/3/4-substituted benzylidene) hydrazono)-4-oxo-3-phenylthiazolidin-5-ylidene)acetates 15 by greener way in ethanol with good to excellent yields (89-96%), ( Figure 3 ) [33] . The correct selection of starting materials is essential for designing an efficient, versatile, and eco-friendly MCR. Thus, the structural scaffold is chosen based on their reactivity, solubility, and biological properties, generating sets of compounds that increase the chemical universe available. Arylglyoxals 16 are a handy synthetic building block in organic synthesis. The presence of adjacent ketone and aldehyde groups in this block allows them to act as double electrophilic sites for cyclization reactions. Karamtulla and co-workers designed a catalyst-free on-water MW-assisted domino reaction for the efficient synthesis of trisubstituted 1,3-thiazole derivatives 19 (Figure 4 ), employing arylglyoxals 16 as the building block. For optimization of this synthetic protocol, different solvents, temperatures, and times of reaction were tested. They defined that: water, 130 °C, and 15 min of the reaction was the ideal combination of conditions to obtain trisubstituted thiazoles 19 [34] . Catalyst-free synthesis of (Z)-methyl 2-((Z)-2-((E)-(2/3/4-substituted benzylidene) hydrazono)-4-oxo-3-phenylthiazolidin-5-ylidene) acetates.
The correct selection of starting materials is essential for designing an efficient, versatile, and eco-friendly MCR. Thus, the structural scaffold is chosen based on their reactivity, solubility, and biological properties, generating sets of compounds that increase the chemical universe available. Arylglyoxals 16 are a handy synthetic building block in organic synthesis. The presence of adjacent ketone and aldehyde groups in this block allows them to act as double electrophilic sites for cyclization reactions. Karamtulla and co-workers designed a catalyst-free on-water MW-assisted domino reaction for the efficient synthesis of trisubstituted 1,3-thiazole derivatives 19 (Figure 4 ), employing arylglyoxals 16 as the building block. For optimization of this synthetic protocol, different solvents, temperatures, and times of reaction were tested. They defined that: water, 130 • C, and 15 min of the reaction was the ideal combination of conditions to obtain trisubstituted thiazoles 19 [34] . In addition, Kushwaha and co-workers established a preliminary structure-activity relationship (SAR) and designed new pyrazoles containing benzofuran-tetrazole hybrids 21 ( Figure 5 ). These three entities have been described as pharmacophores in compounds used as potential inhibitors of cholinergic enzymes and with the ability to reduce amyloid β and tau dual aggregation. Thus, the new compounds were obtained through a simple metal-free and with high atomic economy MCR, based on Ugi-azide reaction with benzofuran-pyrazole aldehydes 20 previously produced. SAR analysis found that a tertbutyl group in the position R5 of the tetrazole scaffold is essential for a high activity 21 [35] . In an attempt to design a versatile and efficient procedure for the synthesis of highly substituted indeno [1,2-b] pyrrole and acenaphtho [1,2-b] pyrrole derivatives 25 by domino three-component reaction, different variables were tested in order to optimize the reaction conditions. Ethanol (EtOH) to reflux for three hours was the ideal condition when ninhydrin 22, methyl acetoacetate 23, and tryptamine 24 react to afford a series of indene [1,2-b] pyrrole analogs 25 ( Figure 6 ) [36] . In addition, Kushwaha and co-workers established a preliminary structure-activity relationship (SAR) and designed new pyrazoles containing benzofuran-tetrazole hybrids 21 ( Figure 5 ). These three entities have been described as pharmacophores in compounds used as potential inhibitors of cholinergic enzymes and with the ability to reduce amyloid β and tau dual aggregation. Thus, the new compounds were obtained through a simple metal-free and with high atomic economy MCR, based on Ugi-azide reaction with benzofuran-pyrazole aldehydes 20 previously produced. SAR analysis found that a tertbutyl group in the position R5 of the tetrazole scaffold is essential for a high activity 21 [35] . In addition, Kushwaha and co-workers established a preliminary structure-activity relationship (SAR) and designed new pyrazoles containing benzofuran-tetrazole hybrids 21 ( Figure 5 ). These three entities have been described as pharmacophores in compounds used as potential inhibitors of cholinergic enzymes and with the ability to reduce amyloid β and tau dual aggregation. Thus, the new compounds were obtained through a simple metal-free and with high atomic economy MCR, based on Ugi-azide reaction with benzofuran-pyrazole aldehydes 20 previously produced. SAR analysis found that a tertbutyl group in the position R5 of the tetrazole scaffold is essential for a high activity 21 [35] . In an attempt to design a versatile and efficient procedure for the synthesis of highly substituted indeno [1,2-b] pyrrole and acenaphtho [1,2-b] pyrrole derivatives 25 by domino three-component reaction, different variables were tested in order to optimize the reaction conditions. Ethanol (EtOH) to reflux for three hours was the ideal condition when ninhydrin 22, methyl acetoacetate 23, and tryptamine 24 react to afford a series of indene [1,2-b] pyrrole analogs 25 ( Figure 6 ) [36] . In an attempt to design a versatile and efficient procedure for the synthesis of highly substituted indeno [1,2-b] pyrrole and acenaphtho [1,2-b] pyrrole derivatives 25 by domino three-component reaction, different variables were tested in order to optimize the reaction conditions. Ethanol (EtOH) to reflux for three hours was the ideal condition when ninhydrin 22, methyl acetoacetate 23, and tryptamine 24 react to afford a series of indene [1,2-b] pyrrole analogs 25 ( Figure 6 ) [36] . Considering that AD is the most prevalent form of NDD, representing 60-70% of dementia cases around the world in patients over 65 years old, the search for drugs able to reduce its impact has been a subject of study for more than six decades [37] . However, as detailed above, a drug capable of curing this disease has not been discovered yet. In this context, coumarin and quinolone derivatives have been reported as potential parent scaffolds for drugs affecting different biological activities related to NDD. Duarte and co-workers reported an efficient and versatile strategy of synthesis of coumarinquinoline hybrids 29 as inhibitors of cholinergic enzymes ( Figure 7 ). These compounds showed high selectivity against acetylcholinesterase (AChE), and were also excellent iron chelating agents, with the most active compound against AChE exhibiting an IC50 of 159 µM. Remarkably, docking analysis (on the basis of the binding energy calculation), predicted the activity of these compounds, showing that the most active molecule of this new series had the best energy score [19] . Other compounds like dyhidropyrano[c]chromene derivatives have been used as cognitive enhancers in the treatment of different NDD [38] . Diverse protocols of green chemistry have been adapted to obtain this scaffold. Mehrabi and co-workers applied an efficient and useful threecomponent coupling of aldehydes 30, malononitrile 31, and 4-hydroxicoumarin 32 in water, using CuO as nanocatalyst, which resulted to be a clean reaction with high yields [39] . Similarly, Majid and co-workers carried out an scheme involving the use of morpholine as a friendly organocatalyst and water as a solvent in the one-pot synthesis of dihydropyrano[c]chromene derivatives 33 ( Figure 8 ) [40] . Considering that AD is the most prevalent form of NDD, representing 60-70% of dementia cases around the world in patients over 65 years old, the search for drugs able to reduce its impact has been a subject of study for more than six decades [37] . However, as detailed above, a drug capable of curing this disease has not been discovered yet. In this context, coumarin and quinolone derivatives have been reported as potential parent scaffolds for drugs affecting different biological activities related to NDD. Duarte and co-workers reported an efficient and versatile strategy of synthesis of coumarin-quinoline hybrids 29 as inhibitors of cholinergic enzymes ( Figure 7 ). These compounds showed high selectivity against acetylcholinesterase (AChE), and were also excellent iron chelating agents, with the most active compound against AChE exhibiting an IC 50 of 159 µM. Remarkably, docking analysis (on the basis of the binding energy calculation), predicted the activity of these compounds, showing that the most active molecule of this new series had the best energy score [19] . Considering that AD is the most prevalent form of NDD, representing 60-70% of dementia cases around the world in patients over 65 years old, the search for drugs able to reduce its impact has been a subject of study for more than six decades [37] . However, as detailed above, a drug capable of curing this disease has not been discovered yet. In this context, coumarin and quinolone derivatives have been reported as potential parent scaffolds for drugs affecting different biological activities related to NDD. Duarte and co-workers reported an efficient and versatile strategy of synthesis of coumarinquinoline hybrids 29 as inhibitors of cholinergic enzymes (Figure 7 ). These compounds showed high selectivity against acetylcholinesterase (AChE), and were also excellent iron chelating agents, with the most active compound against AChE exhibiting an IC50 of 159 µM. Remarkably, docking analysis (on the basis of the binding energy calculation), predicted the activity of these compounds, showing that the most active molecule of this new series had the best energy score [19] . Other compounds like dyhidropyrano[c]chromene derivatives have been used as cognitive enhancers in the treatment of different NDD [38] . Diverse protocols of green chemistry have been adapted to obtain this scaffold. Mehrabi and co-workers applied an efficient and useful threecomponent coupling of aldehydes 30, malononitrile 31, and 4-hydroxicoumarin 32 in water, using CuO as nanocatalyst, which resulted to be a clean reaction with high yields [39] . Similarly, Majid and co-workers carried out an scheme involving the use of morpholine as a friendly organocatalyst and water as a solvent in the one-pot synthesis of dihydropyrano[c]chromene derivatives 33 ( Figure 8 Other compounds like dyhidropyrano[c]chromene derivatives have been used as cognitive enhancers in the treatment of different NDD [38] . Diverse protocols of green chemistry have been adapted to obtain this scaffold. Mehrabi and co-workers applied an efficient and useful three-component coupling of aldehydes 30, malononitrile 31, and 4-hydroxicoumarin 32 in water, using CuO as nanocatalyst, which resulted to be a clean reaction with high yields [39] . Similarly, Majid and co-workers carried out an scheme involving the use of morpholine as a friendly organocatalyst and water as a solvent in the one-pot synthesis of dihydropyrano[c]chromene derivatives 33 ( Figure 8 ) [40] . Rodríguez and co-workers synthesized a series of allyl/propargyl tetrahydroquinoline (THQ) derivatives 37 using a simple, efficient, and mild protocol based on an acid-catalyzed threecomponent cationic imino Diels-Alder reaction ( Figure 9 ). The novel compounds showed anti-AD effects (AChE and butyrylcholinesterase (BChE) inhibitory properties). Besides, a computational protocol based on docking and free energy calculations successfully predicted the binding affinity of these new ligands on AChE and BChE active sites [17] . The synthesis of compounds containing the 1,2,3-triazole moiety generates great interest in drug development. The best-known way to obtain it is through the Huisgen cycloaddition reaction. De Andrade and co-workers designed and synthesized a new series of 1,2,3-triazolyl benzylpiperidines 40 as BChE inhibitors through a reaction between 4-(azidomethyl)-1-benzylpiperidine 38 and different alkynes 39 under microwave-assisted click-chemistry cycloaddition reaction. Microwave heating reduces the reaction time as well as increases the yield ( Figure 10 ). The most active compound exhibited an inhibitory activity (IC50) of 65 nM against BChE [20] . Rodríguez and co-workers synthesized a series of allyl/propargyl tetrahydroquinoline (THQ) derivatives 37 using a simple, efficient, and mild protocol based on an acid-catalyzed three-component cationic imino Diels-Alder reaction ( Figure 9 ). The novel compounds showed anti-AD effects (AChE and butyrylcholinesterase (BChE) inhibitory properties). Besides, a computational protocol based on docking and free energy calculations successfully predicted the binding affinity of these new ligands on AChE and BChE active sites [17] . Rodríguez and co-workers synthesized a series of allyl/propargyl tetrahydroquinoline (THQ) derivatives 37 using a simple, efficient, and mild protocol based on an acid-catalyzed threecomponent cationic imino Diels-Alder reaction ( Figure 9 ). The novel compounds showed anti-AD effects (AChE and butyrylcholinesterase (BChE) inhibitory properties). Besides, a computational protocol based on docking and free energy calculations successfully predicted the binding affinity of these new ligands on AChE and BChE active sites [17] . The synthesis of compounds containing the 1,2,3-triazole moiety generates great interest in drug development. The best-known way to obtain it is through the Huisgen cycloaddition reaction. De Andrade and co-workers designed and synthesized a new series of 1,2,3-triazolyl benzylpiperidines 40 as BChE inhibitors through a reaction between 4-(azidomethyl)-1-benzylpiperidine 38 and different alkynes 39 under microwave-assisted click-chemistry cycloaddition reaction. Microwave heating reduces the reaction time as well as increases the yield ( Figure 10 ). The most active compound exhibited an inhibitory activity (IC50) of 65 nM against BChE [20] . The synthesis of compounds containing the 1,2,3-triazole moiety generates great interest in drug development. The best-known way to obtain it is through the Huisgen cycloaddition reaction. De Andrade and co-workers designed and synthesized a new series of 1,2,3-triazolyl benzylpiperidines 40 as BChE inhibitors through a reaction between 4-(azidomethyl)-1-benzylpiperidine 38 and different alkynes 39 under microwave-assisted click-chemistry cycloaddition reaction. Microwave heating reduces the reaction time as well as increases the yield ( Figure 10 ). The most active compound exhibited an inhibitory activity (IC 50 ) of 65 nM against BChE [20] . Triazole derivatives have demonstrated multiple bioactivities, such as antiinflammatory, antimicrobial, antimycotic, antimigraine, and anticancer effects [41] , Besides, beta-secretase inhibition, neuroprotective capacity, and chelation properties have been reported in a new family of iminochromone carboxamides containing a triazole moiety 45, with an IC50 value of 2.2 µM for the most potent compound ( Figure 11 ). These derivatives were constructed through a linear synthesis, starting with a cyanoacetylation 43 and followed by the knoevenagel condensation, which was the crucial step of the synthesis. Additionally, other pharmacological target in AD is the over-activation of glycogen synthase kinase (GSK-3), which is implicated in several processes associated with AD, such as tau hyperphosphorylation, and the increase of β-amyloid plaques production among others [42] . In this direction a new class of GSK-3 inhibitors containing the triazole scaffold with favorable water solubility 46-48 ( Figure 12 ) were synthesized by treatment of 3-azido-2-amino-1,2,5-oxadiazole with ethyl chloroacetacetic acid, giving access to the key functionalized [1,2,3]-triazoles moieties [43] . Triazole derivatives have demonstrated multiple bioactivities, such as antiinflammatory, antimicrobial, antimycotic, antimigraine, and anticancer effects [41] , Besides, beta-secretase inhibition, neuroprotective capacity, and chelation properties have been reported in a new family of iminochromone carboxamides containing a triazole moiety 45, with an IC 50 value of 2.2 µM for the most potent compound ( Figure 11 ). These derivatives were constructed through a linear synthesis, starting with a cyanoacetylation 43 and followed by the knoevenagel condensation, which was the crucial step of the synthesis. Triazole derivatives have demonstrated multiple bioactivities, such as antiinflammatory, antimicrobial, antimycotic, antimigraine, and anticancer effects [41] , Besides, beta-secretase inhibition, neuroprotective capacity, and chelation properties have been reported in a new family of iminochromone carboxamides containing a triazole moiety 45, with an IC50 value of 2.2 µM for the most potent compound ( Figure 11 ). These derivatives were constructed through a linear synthesis, starting with a cyanoacetylation 43 and followed by the knoevenagel condensation, which was the crucial step of the synthesis. Additionally, other pharmacological target in AD is the over-activation of glycogen synthase kinase (GSK-3), which is implicated in several processes associated with AD, such as tau hyperphosphorylation, and the increase of β-amyloid plaques production among others [42] . In this direction a new class of GSK-3 inhibitors containing the triazole scaffold with favorable water solubility 46-48 ( Figure 12 ) were synthesized by treatment of 3-azido-2-amino-1,2,5-oxadiazole with ethyl chloroacetacetic acid, giving access to the key functionalized [1,2,3]-triazoles moieties [43] . Additionally, other pharmacological target in AD is the over-activation of glycogen synthase kinase (GSK-3), which is implicated in several processes associated with AD, such as tau hyperphosphorylation, and the increase of β-amyloid plaques production among others [42] . In this direction a new class of GSK-3 inhibitors containing the triazole scaffold with favorable water solubility 46-48 ( Figure 12) were synthesized by treatment of 3-azido-2-amino-1,2,5-oxadiazole with ethyl chloroacetacetic acid, giving access to the key functionalized [1-3]-triazoles moieties [43] . Furthermore, a series of triazole-containing amino acid derivatives 52 ( Figure 13 ) was prepared under green chemistry conditions via MCRs using lemon juice as an acidic catalyst [44] . Moreover, in silico predictions revealed that these compounds exhibited promising drug-likeness and pharmacokinetics profile. In the last few years, multitarget drug design has been proposed as an alternative to address the various hypotheses (cholinergic, tau-phosphorylation, aggregation β-amyloids plaques, etc.) associated with AD [45] . This approach is better known as one compound multi-targets strategy [46] . Das et al. [47] , synthesized and characterized dihydroactinidiolide, testing its AChE inhibitor, metal chelating, anti-aggregating (beta-amyloid plaques) activity, and cytotoxicity. Their results allow them to conclude that this molecule has a strong potential in a possible therapy against AD because it was demonstrated that it is a multitarget compound and all the analyses yielded affinity values in the nM range. Porcal et al. synthesized a set of heteroarylnitrones 54 (Figure 14 ) and tested their free radical scavenging ability as well as their neuroprotective activity. Their results showed an excellent free radical scavenging ability against different free radicals ( • OH, CH3 • CHOH, SO3 •-), and showed good neuroprotective activity without producing cell damage or cytotoxicity [48] . Furthermore, a series of triazole-containing amino acid derivatives 52 ( Figure 13 ) was prepared under green chemistry conditions via MCRs using lemon juice as an acidic catalyst [44] . Moreover, in silico predictions revealed that these compounds exhibited promising drug-likeness and pharmacokinetics profile. Furthermore, a series of triazole-containing amino acid derivatives 52 ( Figure 13 ) was prepared under green chemistry conditions via MCRs using lemon juice as an acidic catalyst [44] . Moreover, in silico predictions revealed that these compounds exhibited promising drug-likeness and pharmacokinetics profile. In the last few years, multitarget drug design has been proposed as an alternative to address the various hypotheses (cholinergic, tau-phosphorylation, aggregation β-amyloids plaques, etc.) associated with AD [45] . This approach is better known as one compound multi-targets strategy [46] . Das et al. [47] , synthesized and characterized dihydroactinidiolide, testing its AChE inhibitor, metal chelating, anti-aggregating (beta-amyloid plaques) activity, and cytotoxicity. Their results allow them to conclude that this molecule has a strong potential in a possible therapy against AD because it was demonstrated that it is a multitarget compound and all the analyses yielded affinity values in the nM range. Porcal et al. synthesized a set of heteroarylnitrones 54 (Figure 14 ) and tested their free radical scavenging ability as well as their neuroprotective activity. Their results showed an excellent free radical scavenging ability against different free radicals ( • OH, CH3 • CHOH, SO3 •-), and showed good neuroprotective activity without producing cell damage or cytotoxicity [48] . In the last few years, multitarget drug design has been proposed as an alternative to address the various hypotheses (cholinergic, tau-phosphorylation, aggregation β-amyloids plaques, etc.) associated with AD [45] . This approach is better known as one compound multi-targets strategy [46] . Das et al. [47] , synthesized and characterized dihydroactinidiolide, testing its AChE inhibitor, metal chelating, anti-aggregating (beta-amyloid plaques) activity, and cytotoxicity. Their results allow them to conclude that this molecule has a strong potential in a possible therapy against AD because it was demonstrated that it is a multitarget compound and all the analyses yielded affinity values in the nM range. Porcal et al. synthesized a set of heteroarylnitrones 54 (Figure 14 ) and tested their free radical scavenging ability as well as their neuroprotective activity. Their results showed an excellent free radical scavenging ability against different free radicals ( • OH, CH 3 • CHOH, SO 3 •-), and showed good neuroprotective activity without producing cell damage or cytotoxicity [48] . Eco-friendly methods of synthesis have been applied to obtain many of these molecular scaffolds. In this sense, Gandini et al. have reported the synthesis of 2,4-thiazolidinedione (TZD) derivatives 57 (Figure 15 ) with the ability to inhibit both GSK 3B and the Tau protein agglomeration process, two therapeutic targets of AD. These compounds were synthesized by solvent-free microwave irradiation, mixing different aldehydes 55 with TZD 56 using an economic catalyst such as EDDA [22] . The diversity of chemical descriptors, as well as the structural diversity that can be obtained from them, has been of great motivation for chemists in search of new therapeutic agents for the treatment of various diseases, including AD. In the last few decades, the use of bioinformatics and other computational tools has emerged [49] . These tools help to reduce the volume of compounds to be synthesized for a specific target, reducing the time spent in the synthesis as well as the associated costs [50] . From an environmental point of view, the use of these techniques is very important because a reduction of the number of compounds to be synthesized also reduces the number of reagents, products, and residues, optimizing the reactions and contributing to attenuate the contamination derived from the drug design process. In the next section, we will discuss the use of these tools and their benefits.
Computational Methods in Drug Design and Discovery.
In order to optimize the drug development process, reducing time-cost and increasing ecofriendly techniques to amplify the chemical space, several computational methods have arisen over Eco-friendly methods of synthesis have been applied to obtain many of these molecular scaffolds. In this sense, Gandini et al. have reported the synthesis of 2,4-thiazolidinedione (TZD) derivatives 57 (Figure 15 ) with the ability to inhibit both GSK 3B and the Tau protein agglomeration process, two therapeutic targets of AD. These compounds were synthesized by solvent-free microwave irradiation, mixing different aldehydes 55 with TZD 56 using an economic catalyst such as EDDA [22] . Eco-friendly methods of synthesis have been applied to obtain many of these molecular scaffolds. In this sense, Gandini et al. have reported the synthesis of 2,4-thiazolidinedione (TZD) derivatives 57 (Figure 15 ) with the ability to inhibit both GSK 3B and the Tau protein agglomeration process, two therapeutic targets of AD. These compounds were synthesized by solvent-free microwave irradiation, mixing different aldehydes 55 with TZD 56 using an economic catalyst such as EDDA [22] . The diversity of chemical descriptors, as well as the structural diversity that can be obtained from them, has been of great motivation for chemists in search of new therapeutic agents for the treatment of various diseases, including AD. In the last few decades, the use of bioinformatics and other computational tools has emerged [49] . These tools help to reduce the volume of compounds to be synthesized for a specific target, reducing the time spent in the synthesis as well as the associated costs [50] . From an environmental point of view, the use of these techniques is very important because a reduction of the number of compounds to be synthesized also reduces the number of reagents, products, and residues, optimizing the reactions and contributing to attenuate the contamination derived from the drug design process. In the next section, we will discuss the use of these tools and their benefits.
In order to optimize the drug development process, reducing time-cost and increasing ecofriendly techniques to amplify the chemical space, several computational methods have arisen over The diversity of chemical descriptors, as well as the structural diversity that can be obtained from them, has been of great motivation for chemists in search of new therapeutic agents for the treatment of various diseases, including AD. In the last few decades, the use of bioinformatics and other computational tools has emerged [49] . These tools help to reduce the volume of compounds to be synthesized for a specific target, reducing the time spent in the synthesis as well as the associated costs [50] . From an environmental point of view, the use of these techniques is very important because a reduction of the number of compounds to be synthesized also reduces the number of reagents, products, and residues, optimizing the reactions and contributing to attenuate the contamination derived from the drug design process. In the next section, we will discuss the use of these tools and their benefits.
Computational Methods in Drug Design and Discovery
In order to optimize the drug development process, reducing time-cost and increasing eco-friendly techniques to amplify the chemical space, several computational methods have arisen over the last few years to, for instance, study how a known ligand interacts with a given receptor, or to understand why a single mutation might change the binding affinity of a drug in its target. These methods are also used to design new molecules with potential improved therapeutic efficacy, and regarding approved drugs, to improve the synthesis route, and also to understand several reaction mechanisms. The use of these methods in drug discovery sciences is known as computer-aided drug design (CADD), and there are estimates that it could reduce the costs of design and drug development by over 50% [51] . Therefore, CADD is a widely used technique to reduce the cost and times associated with the discovery of drugs with desirable powerful clinical effect, high efficacy, and low side effects [52, 53] . In essence, CADD methods have been classified in structure-based drug design (SBDD) and ligand-based drug design (LBDD) ( Figure 16 ) [54] . Briefly, in the SBDD approach, the design is based on the knowledge of structural data of the molecular target, whereas in LBDD, the development of the new candidates is based on ligands with known biological activity without structural information of the target. Ligand-based approaches are potent methods based on small-molecules information using a series of known active and inactive compounds against a target. Ligand-based methods are based on finding common significant structural and physicochemical characteristics, assuming that structurally similar compounds will display similar biological activities. Conventional ligand-based techniques are quantitative structure-activity relationships (QSAR), pharmacophore-based methods, artificial neuronal networks (ANNs), and similarity searching methods. Both SBDD and LBDD approaches have in common that they allow simulating with great detail the interactions underlying the binding affinity between the therapeutic target and the recently designed compounds [55] .
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As mentioned before, the main objective of this approach is to know the binding site(s) and the critical interactions between the target and a specific ligand in order to identify or design new ligands, with improved affinity and/or selectivity. Molecular docking is a powerful tool to achieve this goal. These methods have a wide variety of uses and applications, including structure-activity studies, hit identification, or lead optimization, providing binding hypotheses that facilitate predictions for multiple studies. Molecular docking is a useful tool to predict both structurally the most likely binding mode, and energetically the binding affinity of a small ligand onto the target. Mainly, it has been used to identify novel chemical probes and hits that can be optimized into lead molecules and drug candidates [26] .
A very interesting computational tool to improve the drug search and to allow the use significant collections of compounds is virtual screening (VS). The goal of VS is to identify novel ligands that could bind the target of interest and predict a ranking of potential active ligands. To achieve this ranking of compounds, during the process besides the docking studies that in fact it is the last step different filters such as physicochemical properties, drug-like properties, and pharmacophore models are used, employing commercially available or in-house chemical libraries upon the structure of the target [26] . Another powerful tool is Molecular Dynamics simulations (MDs), which allow to simulate dynamic biological and chemical events at the atomic level. MDs have replaced the early view of proteins as relatively rigid structures by a dynamic model in which internal conformational changes under physiological conditions provide further information of the complete system [67] .
In protein databases such as UniProt, PDB, EIBI, etc., several co-crystallized receptor-ligand complexes can be found, which allow study of the interactions between both players from a structural point of view. This information is beneficial for the development of novel molecules with therapeutic potential, using the SBDD and LBDD methods. In this sense, exciting results have been reported regarding the development of compounds for the treatment of different diseases, including NDD. Currently, many research groups around the world have concentrated their efforts and interest in the SBDD approaches. These are considered the most promising scientific methods to identify and develop new ligands with desirable pharmacological properties [55] . The SBDD might provide, as a result, potentially useful drugs selected on the basis of the specific binding affinities of some protein-ligand pairs. SBDD is an iterative process consisting of multiple cycles for a drug candidate before entering clinical trials. The first step includes the choice of the target which needs to be efficacious, safe, meet clinical and commercial needs, and be "druggable." This first step is especially complicated in complex diseases such as NDD. For this purpose, a target needs to be validated, and a multi-validation approach is desirable. To achieve this goal, different in silico tools could be used, such as inverse docking, molecular dynamics, QSAR, among others, as well as in vitro/in vivo techniques which through the use of both cellular and whole animal models allow the modulation of a desired target to be assessed [56] . Therefore, the identification of the protein target structure is the initial step of the SBDD. Once the target has been identified, it is necessary to obtain accurate structural information about it and its druggable binding sites. The main methods to get 3D structures of proteins are cryo-electron microscopy (EM), nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and X-ray crystallography [57] [58] [59] [60] . All the resolved structures are deposited in databases such as the Protein Data Bank (PDB). In the cases where the target 3D structure has not been resolved yet, molecular modeling methods are employed to model the structure using as template a protein with at least 30% of amino acid sequence identity [61] . These comparative models usually lead to an increased error when attempting to study the receptor-ligand-binding affinity. However, in some cases (e.g., membrane proteins) it is the only alternative due to the lack of 3D structures [62] [63] [64] .
Drug Design and Discovery Targeting NDD.
Another critical issue is the identification of possible binding pockets in the target. Knowledge of protein-ligand-binding sites and their chemical environment contributes to improve the hit rate in virtual screening (VS) campaigns of chemical libraries and guide the lead optimization process to propose new potential drugs. It is especially useful to identify or design allosteric inhibitors. Different tools have been developed in the last decades for cavity search based on many different algorithms and machine-learning strategies using mainly geometric, energy-based, or probe-mapping probes [65] . For instance, Fpocket detects and identifies druggable pockets through the clustering of alpha spheres and Voronoi tessellation [66] , scoring each pocket according to alpha sphere density, polarity or hydrophobic density.
In protein databases such as UniProt, PDB, EIBI, etc., several co-crystallized receptor-ligand complexes can be found, which allow study of the interactions between both players from a structural point of view. This information is beneficial for the development of novel molecules with therapeutic potential, using the SBDD and LBDD methods. In this sense, exciting results have been reported regarding the development of compounds for the treatment of different diseases, including NDD.
Drug Design and Discovery Targeting NDD
As stated, AD has a multifactorial nature, where multiple genetic and biological factors underlie the pathophysiology of this disease [68] . Nowadays, two neurological defects have been widely studied and described, cholinergic neuronal lost and amyloid-β (Aβ) peptide misfolding and aggregation processed from the amyloid precursor protein (APP) [69] . Genetics of APP is also involved in the progression of the disease [70] . When APPs are processed by β and γ-secretase form Aβ40 and Aβ42 peptides, which then undergo aggregation and oligomer formation and eventually cause formation of amyloids plaques [71, 72] . About 95% cases of AD are sporadic, and older age, hypertension, diabetes, heart disease, and apolipoprotein E (ApoE) 4 allele polymorphism are considered as some of the key factors involved in the development of the disease [73] . Currently, there are several attractive targets for anti-AD drug design. Some of these targets already have FDA-approved inhibitors such as AChE (donepezil, rivastigmine, and galantamine [73] ) and NMDA receptor (memantine [74] ). Other targets for the design of effective and potent inhibitors are still under study. These include βand γ-secretase [75, 76] ; BChE (neuritic plaques and neurofibrillary tangles [77] ); calcitonin gene-regulated peptide (Neurotransmitter) [78] ; phosphodiesterase (hydrolysis of cGMP) [73] ; mAchR (hyperphosphorylation of Tau protein) [79] ; dopamine 2 receptor (Aβ plaques) [80] ; GABA-A receptor [81] ; serotonin 5-HT6 receptor (improving cognition dysfunction, synaptic plasticity) [82] ; among others. Here we review some of the most studied targets and how the design of bioactive compounds was done.
During the past decade, it has been shown that AChE also plays other non-hydrolytic functions in process such as synaptogenesis, which could be very interesting to modulate in AD. To identify allosteric sites that might modulate these non-hydrolytic functions, Roca et al. [83] used computational tools such as Fpocket to determine allosteric binding sites and VS coupled with MDs to identify new allosteric inhibitors by employing the MBC-library [84] . The identified compounds were also screened for in vitro inhibition of AChE, and three of them were observed to be active.
Camps et al. [85] using the crystal structure of AChE from Torpedo californica, in complex with the inhibitor tracrine (PDB code: 4W63), developed the inhibitor huprine X, which inhibited human AChE in the pM range, exhibiting higher affinity than tacrine. Huprine X now emerged as an alternative pharmacological ligand with better potency than the drugs used to date. Along similar lines, Rodríguez et al. [17] generated through green chemical synthesis a series of tetrahydroquinoline derivatives and evaluated its inhibitory potential against AChE and BChE; the latter has also been found to be involved in the hydrolysis of the neurotransmitter acetylcholine in the brain of patients with AD. From these data and using the SBDD approach, and the crystal structures of AChE and BChE (PDB codes: 1E66 and 4BDS, respectively), the authors demonstrated through computational analysis using molecular docking and binding free energy calculations that two of the generated compounds showed inhibitory activity on the enzymes interacting with the reported active site of both enzymes. The authors indicated that the new potential cholinesterase inhibitors could be employed in the design of new drugs for AD treatments [17] . More recently, a series of 22 donepezil analogs, the most widely used AChE inhibitor prescribed for the treatment of AD [86] , were developed. All the compounds exhibited a most potent inhibitory effect on AChE and BChE than donepezil [87] . Notably, five of the 22 molecules evaluated also showed an interesting inhibitory effect on the β-secretase enzyme (BACE1). As described above, BACE1 is involved in the accumulation of Aβ-peptide, [88] . The crystallographic structure of the BACE1 deposited in the PDB was used to study at an atomistic level-by using computational methods-how the newly designed ligands interact with BACE1. Based on the interaction modeling, the authors concluded that modifications of donepezil have the potential to yield better inhibitors than the parent compound [87] . Recently, Ponzoni et al. [8] have published a neural network model to predict the BACE1 inhibitory activity of any compound, employing machine-learning techniques.
The accumulation of Aβ-peptide has been correlated with the loss of the neuronal synapses associated with AD. This excess of Aβ-peptide is thought to be related with the suppression of the Wnt signaling pathway [89] . NOTUM enzyme is a carboxylesterase antagonist of Wnt pathway and Atkinson et al. [90] , using the crystallographic data of NOTUM enzyme, developed the NOTUM inhibitor 2-phenoxyacetamide. The application of 2-phenoxyacetamide in cellular models of AD showed that the use of this inhibitor restores the Wnt pathway, positioning this inhibitor as a new drug with potential use for AD treatment and CNS disorders [90] . Other authors have used different approaches to design new drugs against non-conventional targets. For example, Gameiro et al. recently reported the first dual GSK3β inhibitor/Nrf2 inducer using a multitarget strategy for AD [91] . GSK3β is one of the most important kinases implicated un Tau hyperphosphorylation, and plays a pivotal role in the etiopathogenesis of AD, whereas Nfr2 (predominantly cytoplasmic in neurons) is a transcriptional factor which promotes the synthesis of numerous antioxidant and anti-inflammatory enzymes [92] .
Only a few well-studied therapeutic targets and drugs approved for the treatment of AD are available. In this review, we focus on some known targets that are implicated (directly and indirectly) in the mechanisms of AD pathology, as well as on the strategies that some authors have followed over the years to design new bioactive molecules. These targets are located in different regions of the brain and have diverse effects on different types of central functions such as synaptic plasticity, memory formation, neuronal apoptosis, oxidative stress, anti-inflammatory effects, cell survival, etc. Therefore, there is a latent need to explore these and new objectives in order to design effective and safe drugs for AD.
After AD, PD is the second most common NDD, with a prevalence of 2 % among people over 65 year. The decrease in dopamine in the striatum along with the loss of cells in the substantia nigra is linked to the characteristic symptoms of rigidity, tremor and bradykinesia. One of the main pathophysiological characteristics of PD are Lewy bodies (large intracytoplasmic inclusions), a phenomenon that occurs in neurons of the substantia nigra that contain melanin [93] [94] [95] . In patients with PD, the Lewy bodies contain ubiquitin, α-synuclein, and proteasomal subunits [93, 95] . It has also been reported that mutations in the ubiquitin carboxy-terminal protein hydrolase may trigger familial PD [93, 95] . It is considered that these mutations can lead to abnormalities in the proteolytic pathway and thus to the aggregation of proteins such as Lewy bodies [96] .
Current treatments of PD are basically reduced to the use of levodopa (L-DOPA) [97] . This compound increases the level of the chemical messenger dopamine-which governs smooth, purposeful body movement-in the brain, which helps reduce many symptoms but does not stop the progression of the disease. L-DOPA in plasma is metabolized by catechol ortho methyltransferase (COMT) enzyme. Therefore, the development of compounds that peripherally inhibit COMT would improve the bioavailability of L-DOPA in the brain, reducing the end-of-dose deterioration symptoms and improving, in some cases, the control of motor symptoms in patients with PD [98] . Using CADD methods, the molecules Nebicapone [99] and BIA 3-335 [100] were developed as COMT high-affinity inhibitors. Both inhibitors were co-crystallized with rat COMT. The crystallographic structure of COMT with BIA 3-335 (PDB code: 1H1D) has been of particular pharmacological interest because it was the first structural data of a COMT-inhibitor complex [100] .
There is still a significant set of proteins that have not been structurally resolved, are difficult to isolate, or even cases in which the crystallographic data are the private property of the pharmaceutical industry [101] . Therefore, it becomes necessary to model the protein of interest from the existing crystallographic data and sequences in databases. Homology (comparative) modeling is one of the most used computational techniques to predict the 3D structure of a protein at a low cost and less time [102] . Comparative modeling is based on two key experimental observations: (1) the protein 3D structure is determined by the primary structure, i.e., the aminoacidic sequence, and (2) the spatial protein structure evolves much slower than its sequence. Therefore, similar sequences adopt similar forms in space [103] . Thereby, homology modeling has become an ideal partner for drug design by the CADD approach (Figure 16 ).
Considering then that the identification of the molecular target is a prerequisite for the SBDD technique, and that homology modeling allows us to determine the 3D structure of the proteins with relative precision, the literature reports a series of successful studies to design drugs with therapeutic purposes using comparative modeling to predict key structural details of proteins involved in NDD [104] [105] [106] . For example, Lee and Kim [107] constructed a homology model of human COMT using the rat COMT X-ray crystal structure to perform ligand docking for designing anti-PD drugs. This in silico experiments, revealed nine inhibitory compounds that showed very favorable affinity energy, being therefore potential anti-PD drugs. Additionally, relevant information was inferred about the ligand-binding mechanisms, suggesting that Arg201 and Cys173 have a critical role in the inhibitors binding on human COMT.
Dhanavade et al. [108] studied through comparative modeling a cysteine protease present in Xhantomonas campestris the active site of which contains a set of residues practically identical to human cathepsin B enzyme (hCB), the activity of which contributes to the reduction of the β-amyloid peptide by proteolytic cleavage of Aβ1-42, offering a protective role against AD [109] . The homology model was used in docking analysis with the β-amyloid peptide, demonstrating a favorable interaction between the Cys17 of the protease with the Lys16 of the peptide, evidencing a putative β-amyloid cleavage-site. The authors conclude that X. campestri cysteine protease could be used as a new molecular therapy for the treatment of AD, in addition to being used as a reference structure for the development of clinically relevant drugs against AD [108] .
As previously mentioned, Huntington disease (HD) is another NDD whose clinical characteristics are typically distinguished by chorea (abnormal, excessive, and involuntary hyperkinetic movement disorder), behavioral and psychiatric changes, and dementia [110] . The HD condition is caused by pathogenic CAG trinucleotide repeated expansion in exon 1 of huntingtin gene on chromosome 4 [111, 112] . This genetic alteration causes an anomalous polyglutamine sequence near of N-terminus of huntingtin protein (HTT), and this mutation has been related to the occurrence and severity of this neural disorder. [113, 114] . The HTT protein is involved in several cellular mechanism due at their ubiquitous locations and multiple interaction sites with another proteins [115, 116] . Specifically, HTT protein has roles in vesicular trafficking and recycling, cell division, regulation of transcription and embryonic development [117] . The abnormal polyglutamine leads a misfolding that triggers a cascade of pathogenic processes because an aberrant mRNA splicing, translation and fragment accumulation of toxic species from HTT proteolityc rupture [118, 119] . This toxic species can form aggregates into inclusion bodies which are considered typical neuropathological traits of HD [118] .
Despite identifying the genetic mutation involved in HD several years ago, nowadays only two drugs have been approved by FDA to treat this disease, tetrabenazine and deutetrabenazine, both belonging to the class of vesicular monoamine transporter Type 2 inhibitors, depleting presynaptic stores of dopamine (and other monoamines), leading to reduce the overstimulation of dopamine receptors observed in HD chorea [120] . However, even though TBZ is effective in managing chorea, its use in HD has been limited by side effects principally dose-related [113, 114, 120] . Unfortunately, there are not currently treatments that stop or delay the progression of neurological disorder observed in HD. In this sense, promissory efforts in the therapeutic development to treat HD have focused on intervention on specific targets of this disease such as HTT protein [113, 114] .
Conforti et al. [121] , performed an SBDD study to identify HTT analogs. The authors generated a REST homology model which, together with the crystallographic data of mSIN3a-PAH1, allowed simulating the biologically active repressor complex. In a first in silico approach using molecular docking, 94 molecules showed an inhibitory effect for the formation of the repressor complex, being C91 the compound with the highest repressive activity against RE1/NRSE [104] . Thereby, this work showed that the combination of dry and wet-lab based experiments could lead to the development of inhibitory compounds of REST activity, which could be very useful in HD treatment, and probably other central system nervous pathological conditions. Nowadays, emerging experimental therapies for disease modification also involve the targeting of lower levels of HTT as a novel putative strategy to face-off the pathological effects of this disease. This HTT-lowering therapy aims to reduce its synthesis blocking HTT-mRNA transcription, preventing post-transcriptional processing, fast mRNA degradation and modulation of HTT homeostasis, all with very promising results but with a necessary in-depth clinical evaluation to determine its safety and efficacy in HD patients [113, 114] .
In patients suffering multiple sclerosis disease, other NDD, demyelination is prominent in both white and gray matter. Chronic clinical deficits are known to result from acute or chronic injury to the myelin sheath and inadequate remyelination [122] . The 7-helix transmembrane G-coupled receptor family (GPCR) are a class of receptors activated by inflammatory molecules that act as a signal of damage, initiating cellular repair processes [123] . Specifically, GPR17 which has been recently proposed as a molecular target involved in multiple sclerosis, is an essential regulator of oligodendrocyte development and remyelination [123, 124] . Eberini et al. [106] , constructed a GPR17 homology model to evaluate an extensive set of possible agonists identified by virtual screening and later in vitro validation. The authors analyzed five activator ligands able to modulate the GPR17 activity with high efficiency as compared with endogenous ligands. This study was the first approach for the design of drugs aimed to the treatment of this demyelinating disease, an NDD without successful therapy until today.
Major depressive disorder (MDD) is a severe psychiatric condition [125, 126] . Numerous clinical and preclinical studies indicate that a disturbance in central serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine; 5-HT) activity is a crucial factor to trigger depressive symptoms [127, 128] . The 5-HT3 receptor is a member of the ligand-activated ion channel family which has been identified as a potential target for the management of MDD [129] [130] [131] . Thus, Reeves et al. [132] constructed through homology modeling approach the 5-HT3 receptor extracellular loop, which contains the putative ligand-binding site using the ACh binding protein crystal as a template. In silico experiments allowed to identify and to confirm, the ligand-binding site and additionally showed that Asn128, Ser182, and Glu236 residues have a critical role in forming a hydrogen bond with agonists that could be involved in the channel opening. The 5-HT3 model and data obtained from this study were the starting point for the development of novel neuroactive drugs. In fact, in the last decade, the antagonism of 5-HT3 receptor has demonstrated successful antidepressant effects, and therapeutic potential against other disorders [129, 133] .
Challenges and Future Prospects
The current pharmacological treatment of NDD does not alter the rate or extent of the neuronal cell loss. Therefore, there is an urgent need to develop drugs that can modify neurodegenerative processes in conditions such as AD and PD, among others. These pathologies are a public health problem, affecting mainly the population over 60 years old. In this context, several questions emerge, including: What are the main reasons why effective pharmacological therapies have not been designed and developed to date? How can multidisciplinary lines be established to search and develop new proposals for the effective treatment of NDD? What kind of drugs need to be designed? These simple questions may relate to the methods through which drug discovery efforts have been carried out in the last century. Pharma industry and research centers were traditionally engaged in the development of compounds showing a single pharmacological profile with very high potency, like a "dart hitting the bullseye." In the case of conditions involving neurodegeneration-especially AD and PD, which have been categorized as multifactorial diseases, including geographic regions and incidence of mutation rates, as is the case of HD-this concept has not had the expected success for the development of efficacious treatment, as has been achieved, for instance, in the development of Ca-channels inhibitors used to treat arterial hypertension.
For this reason, an alternative strategy aiming to target multiple drug intervention points in complex diseases such as NDD, which can alter the disease progression, is currently being proposed. In this context, the promiscuity of a single molecule would take advantage of a simultaneous interaction with multiple therapeutic targets, all involved at different levels in a specific disease. This should lead to a higher efficacy upon the development and progression of the disease with a positive impact on the health of patients and their relatives. For instance, it is well documented that oxidative stress and chronic neuroinflammation are major pathological hallmarks of NDD, specially AD and PD. Thus, in our opinion, efforts in the design of drugs against NDD pathologies should focus on reducing these factors, rather than curing the disease when it is already in a very advanced stage. The research carried out in recent years has allowed us to observe that trying to cure AD or PD is not effective, and in short, the patients and their relatives are those who continue to suffer, without their quality of life improving. If efforts are focused on preventing the disease, studying which physiopathological events trigger the NDD and how to stop them, as well as researching on how to orient personalized medicine to identify and diagnose these diseases at very early stages, a paradigm shift could be made in the drug design targeting NDD. In this context, we believe that using several disciplinary approaches will allow us to obtain molecules with pharmacological and safety profiles better than those that are currently used.
